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a few languages

iwadya

bardi

gala lagu la

walbiri

mudumuwi
yalngu

wunambul

wanyi bindal
gidya

ngarinyin

darunbal

diwi

gudyin

ngawan

aranda
mardu

yawuru
garawa

bida-bida
dalandyi mandyindya

madbara

arabana
badyala

bunuba

wadyari yagarangadadyara
amangu andyamaDaNagumbangirwangadna

nawu danGali
DarawalwiraDuri

nganganyadyarawadyag
dadi-dadibibulman

bidwil

wudyari
ngargad

girawurung

walmanba

gugaDa

ngyigina

birababyimarinalamarina

biriya

dyaru

ngardi



the 
big  
ones

yalngu

ngarinyin gundyinmadbara

walbiri
wagayagugu-baDun

iningayi

walmadyari

mardu

wadyari
bindubiwawula

gugaDa

wiraDuri
nganganyadyara

gamilarayi
mandyindya

aranda

yirandali

luridya
galamaya

mirning wirangu
barandyi
wangumara

gurnayi

dyiranudibana

wirgaya

nyangumarda
nyamal warumangu

wangayiban
wudyari

mandandandyi



The first explorations
Finding Australia

Beginnings

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
File:Spreading_homo_sapiens.svg

before Europe 
and the Americas

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Spreading_homo_sapiens.svg


Later explorations Beginnings

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
File:Australia_discoveries_by_Eur
opeans_before_1813_en.png

17th CENTURY

1606 Luiz Vaez de Torres
1606 Willem Jansz
1616 Dirk Hartog
1619 Frederick de 
Houtmann
1642, 1644 Abel Tasman

FIRST LANGUAGE 
RECORD
1688 William Dampier

1696 Willem de Vlamingh
1699 William Dampier

18th CENTURY
1770 James Cook
1798-99 Bass & Flinders
1801-3 Matthew Flinders

Houtmann

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Australia_discoveries_by_Europeans_before_1813_en.png


William 
Dampier
1688
Early in January 1688, with Dampier and crew, 
the English pirate ship Cygnet was beached on 
the northwest Australian coast, somewhere in 
the vicinity of King Sound in Western 
Australia.Whilst the ship was being repaired 
Dampier took notes about the voyage and things 
he had seen — and published them when he 
returned to England.

1699
Sailing in the Roebuck Dampier and his crew 
rounded Africa and crossed the Indian Ocean 
and headed for the west coast of what we know 
as Australia. In July 1699 he landed on Hartog 
Island in Shark Bay, which he named for the 
large number of sharks he saw there.

King Sound marked A 

First 
language 
records

http://rde.nsw.edu.au/rm/stage2_Modules/who_was_first/william_dampier.htm

http://rde.nsw.edu.au/rm/stage2_Modules/who_was_first/william_dampier.htm


First language record 1688
First 

language 
records

Dampier, William. 1729. A 
voyage to New-Holland, &c. in 
the year 1699. 4 vols. Vol. III, A 
Collection of voyages: in four 
volumes: illustrated with maps 
and draughts: also several 
birds, fishes, and plants, not 
found in this part of the world: 
curiously engraven on copper-
plates. London: James and 
John Knapton.

gari !   gari !



Next language record 1699 First 
language 
records

Dampier, William. 1729. A voyage to New-
Holland, &c. in the year 1699. 4 vols. Vol. 
III, A Collection of voyages: in four 
volumes: illustrated with maps and 
draughts: also several birds, fishes, and 
plants, not found in this part of the world: 
curiously engraven on copper-plates. 
London: James and John Knapton.

bu bu bu



James Cook 1770
While H.M. Bark Endeavour  
was being repaired at the  
Endeavour River, 
Cook collected a list of words

First 
language 
records

Journal of Capt. Cook’s voyage in H.M.S. Endeavour, 1768-1771 [microform] James Cook
 National Library of Australia, Bib ID 2565363

miyal – wala – bama 



Cook’s Journal: 1768-71
First 

language 
records



James Cook, 1770
Included in the Journal but not in the list was Kangooroo or Kanguru

First 
language 
records

Cook, James. 1893. Captain Cook’s journal during his first voyage round the world made in H.M. Bark 
“Endeavour”, 1768-71: a literal transcription of the original mss.: with notes and introduction, edited by 
Captain W.J.L. Wharton. London: E. Stock.

gaŋuru



First Fleet, 1788

FF Sirius 540 t FF Supply 170 t FF Alexander transport 452 t

FF Borrowdale storeship 375 t

FF Charlotte transport 335 t 

FF Fishburn storeship 378 t 

FF Friendship transport 274 t

FF Golden Grove storeship 375 t

FF Lady Penrhyn transport 333 t 

FF Scarborough transport 430 t 

FF Prince of Wales transport 350 t

Sirius
Supply
6 Transports
3 Storeships



First words:

The first words of the Sydney Aboriginal language (Biyal-Biyal) to be heard by members 
of the First Fleet in January 1788 were recorded by Captain John Hunter and others:

At eight A.M. of the 20th, we anchored with the whole of the convoy in Botany-bay, 
in eight fathoms water.

As the ships were sailing in, a number of the natives assembled on the south shore, 
and, by their motions, seemed to threaten; they pointed their spears, and often 
repeated the words, wara, wara (Hunter 1968 [1793]:28).

There was little doubt as to what they meant:
As we came near them they spoke us in a loud dissonant manner, principally 
uttering these words—warra, warra, war, which we judged to be to tell us to go 
away (quoted in Cobley 1962:66—letter of Rev. Richard and Mary Johnson to Mr Henry Fricker, of 10 February 1788).

First 
language 
records

wara !  wara !



(Collins)
Monday 21 January 1788, in Botany Bay: David Collins

First 
language 
records

Collins, David. 1975 [1798]. An Account of the English Colony in New South Wales, With Remarks on the Dispositions, Customs, Manners. 
etc., of the Native Inhabitants of that Country: Volume I. Edited by B. H. Fletcher. First ed. 2 vols. Vol. I. Sydney: A.H. & A.W. Reed in 
association with the Royal Australian Historical Society. Original edition, 1798, published by T. Cadell Jun. and W. Davies, London.

wara !  wara !



January 1788, in Botany Bay: Watkin Tench: 36:30

“warra warra” wara wara = “......*” begone  : Southwell: Journal (HRNSW) [:692:17] [BB]

* “The ships saluted at sunrise, noon, and sunset, which must have frightened the warra warras, for so we call the 
blacks, from their constant cry of ‘warra warra’ at everything they see that is new.” [Southwell Jnl 23 Jan. 1788]

First 
language 
records

Tench, Watkin. 1979 [1789, 1793]. Sydney's First Four Years, being a reprint of 'A narrative of the Expedition to Botany Bay; with an account of New 
South Wales, its Productions, Inhabitants, &c., to which is subjoined, A List of the Civil and Military Establishments at Port Jackson' and 'A Complete 
Account of the Settlement at Port Jackson in New South Wales, including an accurate description of the Situation of the Colony; of the Natives; and of 
its Natural Productions'. Sydney: Library of Australian History in association with the Royal Australian Historical Society.

wara !  wara ! (Tench)



Locals keep away
I have already said, we had been but very few days at Port Jackson, when an 
alteration in the behaviour of the natives was perceptible; and I wish I could add, that 
a longer residence in their neighbourhood had introduced a greater degree of 
cordiality and intermixture between the old, and new, lords of the soil, than at the 
day on which this publication is dated subsists.
[77] From their easy reception of us in the beginning, many were induced to call in 
question the accounts which Mr. Cook had given of this people. That celebrated 
navigator, we were willing to believe, had somehow by his conduct offended them, 
which prevented the intercourse that would otherwise have taken place. The result, 
however, of our repeated endeavours to induce them to come among us has been 
such as to confirm me in an opinion, that they either fear or despise us too much, 
to be anxious for a closer connection.

February 1788, at Port Jackson: Watkin Tench: Narrative, p. 46

1788. With the natives we were very little more acquainted than [4] on our arrival in the 
country. Our intercourse with them was neither frequent or cordial. They seemed 
studiously to avoid us, either from fear, jealousy, or hatred. When they met with 
unarmed stragglers, they sometimes killed, and sometimes wounded them.

February 1788, at Port Jackson: Watkin Tench: Complete Account, p. 135

Early  
days in 
Sydney 

Cove



Settlement, July 1788

Coastline by William Dawes, soundings by Capt John Hunter

Early  
days in 
Sydney 

Cove

No 
indigenous 

placenames



Settlement, 1807
"Tar-ra" Dara = "Ditto Ditto [Sydney Cove] west point" Dawes Point  : Anon (c) [c:38:8] [BB]

"Wåráng" warang = ".. whiteman ... wounded ... Kadi to Wåráng ..." Sydney Cove  : Dawes (b) [b:33:4.3] [BB]

"Tobegully" dabagali = "......" [Bennelong Point]  : Meehan 1807 [::] [Syd]

"Woccanmagully"wagan-ma-gali = "Farm Cove" Farm Cove  : Meehan 1807 [::] [Syd]

"Yurong" yurang = "......" Mrs Macquaries Point  : Meehan 1807 [::] [Syd]

Map by James Meehan, 3 October 1807

Early  
days in 
Sydney 

Cove



Capture of

It being remarked with concern, that the natives were becoming every day 
more troublesome and hostile, several people having been wounded, and 
others, who were necessarily employed in the woods, driven in and much 
alarmed by them, the governor determined on endeavouring to seize and 
bring into the settlement, one or two of those people, whose language it 
was become absolutely necessary to acquire, that they might learn to 
distinguish friends from enemies.
Accordingly, on the 30th [December 1788] a young man was seized and 
brought up by Lieutenant Ball of the Supply, and Lieutenant George 
Johnston of the marines. A second was taken; but, after dragging into the 
water beyond his depth the man who seized him, he got clear off. [Collins 40:17]

Early  
days in 
Sydney 

Cove

Collins, David. 1975 [1798]. An Account of the English Colony in New South Wales,.. Vol. I. Sydney: A.H. & 
A.W. Reed in association with the RAHS: p. 40

This wasn’t his name! He was saying he didn’t understand!
Arabanoo

          ngara-buni

“Ngarabóonǐ” ngara-buni =“I do not, or did not hear” hear-lacking : Dawes (a) [a:36:1] [BB]



Various events 1788-89
Sirius to Cape Town for supplies (Oct. 1788)

Settlement at Rose Hill (Parramatta) (Nov. 1788)

various explorations undertaken (1778-91)

Newcomers meet various local people; 
learn a few words of the language:

Colony faces starvation
Smallpox strikes (Apr. 1789)

he called it ‘Ben-gad-ee’ (or ornament), but his delight changed to rage and hatred when he 
discovered its use. [Tench 141:21]

and sighing deeply two or three times, uttered the word ‘gweè-un’ (fire). [Tench 141:38]

he was now often heard to repeat that of Weè-rong (Sydney), which was doubtless to inform 
his countrymen of the place of his captivity; [Tench 142:29]

Bàdo, bàdo (water), was his cry [Tench 147:28]

those of the tribe called Cam-ee-ra-gal [Tench 160:28]

Early  
days in 
Sydney 

Cove



Smallpox

... an old man and his child were brought up to Sydney Cove with the small pox 
out on them. Soon after this old man, another native man was found [162 ] in the 
same situation with a child laying by him, both of which were brought up to the 
hospital. The native at the Governor (Arrabanoo) met them without fear of the 
disorder by which it was then supposed that he was ignorant of that disorder or 
that he had had it and was recovered. The two men died before we arrived, but 
the children were then on the recovery.
From the great number of dead natives found in every part of the Harbour, it 
appears that the smallpox had made dreadful havoc among them [Bradley 161:22]

May 1789, at Port Jackson: William Bradley

“Gall Gall” gal gal = “Smallpox” smallpox  :King MS [:398:8] [BB]

“Gal-galla” gal gala = “Small pox” smallpox  :Anon (c) [c:17:19] [BB]

[Monday] 18 May 1789
Arrabanoo, the native of the Governor’s, died of the smallpox which it is 
supposed he caught from the native children. [Bradley 163:14]

Early  
days in 
Sydney 

Cove

Bradley, William. 1969. A voyage to New South Wales, the journal of Lieutenant William Bradley RN of HMS 
Sirius, 1786-1792. Sydney: Trustees of the Public Library of New South Wales in association with Ure Smith.



Various events 1789-90
Bennelong and Coleby captured for language 
learning (Nov. 89)

Second Fleet arrives (Jun. 90)

Governor Phillip speared at Manly (Sep. 90)

... sometimes called him Been-èn-a (father) [Tench 160:37]

... but I have got Bul-la Mur-ee Dee-in [two large women] to compensate for her loss. 
[Tench 177:16]

Bùlla Mògo Parrabùgò (two hatchets to-morrow) I repeatedly cried; [Tench 188:2]

None of the natives who had come in the boat would touch the body, or even go near it, 
saying, the Mawn would come; that is literally, the spirit of the deceased would seize them. 
[Tench 216:17]

who said that we were Englishmen, and Bùd-yee-ree (good), [Tench 226:18]

Of our [226] compass they had taken early notice, and had talked much to each other about it: 
they comprehended its use; and called it “Naa-Mòro,” literally, “To see the way”; [Tench 226:39]

they point to the spot they are upon, and all around it, crying Weè-ree, Weè-ree, [228] 

(bad) [Tench 228:37]

Early  
days in 
Sydney 

Cove



Locals are everywhere

November 1790
“With the natives we are hand and glove. 
They throng the camp every day, and sometimes by their clamour and 
importunity for bread and meat (of which they now all eat greedily) are 
become very troublesome. 
God knows, we have little [74] enough for ourselves!” [Tench 192:15]

Gamekeeper speared near Botany Bay (Dec. 90)

Settlement gradually gets established

Locals 
everywhere



Some local men

ngana ngana Collins Nanberry — nganbarayi

Guroowee — guruwi Bigong — bayigang Baloderry — baladarayi

Portraits by 
Thomas Watling 
and the darker portraits 
by the  
Port Jackson Painter

Locals 
everywhere

Copyright 
Natural History 
Museum, London

Colbee — gulubiBenelong — binilang 



Some local women

Dar-ìn-ga — daringa Dirragoa — diraguwa Boo-roong — burung

Prominent women without portraits
Ba-rang-a-roo barangaru
Go-roo-bar-roo-bool-lo gurubarabula
Pat-ye-ga-rang badyigarang

Locals 
everywhere

Copyright 
Natural History 
Museum, London

Portraits by 
Thomas Watling 
and the darker portraits 
by the  
Port Jackson Painter



No Aboriginal texts

Brisbane Water Man

Bantry Bay Shield

No written  
language records
Many rock engraving

So all language records 
were made by 
Europeans



Language knowledge 
explosion late 1790

DAWES
Second lieutenant William 
Dawes begins to compile 
notebooks of words and 
sentences.

TENCH
“Of the language of 
New South Wales I 
once hoped to have 
subjoined to this work 
such an exposition, 
[with] Mr. Dawes, who 
... had advanced his 
researches beyond the 
reach of competition.” 
[Tench 291:29]

William Dawes: permission 
requested from the Tasmanian 
Museum and Art Gallery’

Knowledge 
explosion

Notebooks 41645 (a-c) held by the School of Oriental and African Studies,  
University of London: Anon (c), left; 

(a) and (b) Dawes, right



Narrative accounts 
included words and word lists

Watkin Tench
William Collins
William Bradley
Daniel Paine
John Hunter
Arthur Phillip
Modern diary 
compilation by 
John Cobley

Knowledge 
explosion



PRINTED: David Collins

Other printed lists
• P.G. King
• Daniel Paine

Knowledge 
explosion

Collins, David. 1975 [1798]. 
An Account of the English 
Colony in New South 
Wales, With Remarks on 
the Dispositions, Customs, 
Manners. etc., of the Native 
Inhabitants of that Country: 
Volume I. Edited by B. H. 
Fletcher. First ed. 2 vols. 
Vol. I. Sydney: A.H. & A.W. 
Reed in association with the 
Royal Australian Historical 
Society. Original edition, 
1798, published by T. Cadell 
Jun. and W. Davies, 
London.

David Collins, 
Judge-Advocate 
and Secretary of 
the Colony



Manuscripts: Southwell

Daniel Southwell 

Page 1 of a 7-page manuscript, 
typical of the difficulty in reading  
many of the records

Knowledge 
explosionDaniel Southwell Vocabulary p.1: 

© British Library Board (ADD 16381).



Manuscripts: Fulton
Darril the wrist
Darran from wrist  

to shoulder or elbow
Danna the foot
Darra the thigh
Dul white man
Durra ba winney I love you

Rev. Henry 
Fulton:  
Births 
Deaths and 
Marriages 
Register 
with 
Indigenous 
language 
records 
crossed out

Knowledge 
explosion

Rev. Henry Fulton Vocabulary 1801 (letter D):
With permission of 
The State Records Authority of New South Wales



Mysteries clarified

2. Kangaroo: gaŋuru
Hitherto I have spoken only of the large, or grey kanguroo, to which the natives give the name of Pat-ag-a-ràn.* 
But there are (besides the kanguroo-rat) two other sorts. One of them we called the red kanguroo, from the colour of 
its fur, which is like that of a hare, and sometimes is mingled with a large portion of black: the natives call it  
Bàg-a-ray. [Tench 269:1] 

* Kanguroo, was a name unknown to them for any animal, until we introduced it. When I showed 
Colbee the cows brought out in the Gorgon, he asked me if they were kanguroos?

1. biyal: no

* We had lived almost three years at Port Jackson ... before we knew that the word Bée- al, signified no,  
and not good....  The cause of our error was this. 

— The epithet Wee-ree, signifying bad, we knew;  
and as the use of this word, and its opposite, afford the most simple form of denoting consent, or disapprobation, to 
uninstructed Indians, in order to find out their word for good, when Arabanoo was first brought among us, we 
used jokingly to say, that any thing, which he liked, was Weeree, in order to provoke him to tell us that it was 
good.  
When we said Weeree, he answered Beeal, which we translated, and adopted for good;  
whereas he meant no more than simply to deny our inference, and say, no — it is not bad. — 

After this, it cannot be thought extraordinary, that the little vocabulary, inserted in Mr. Cooke’s account of this part 
of the world, should appear defective; even were we not to take in the great probability of the dialects at Endeavour 
river, and Van Dieman’s land, differing from that spoken at Port Jackson. 

And it remains to be proved, that the animal, called here Pat-a-ga-ram, is not there called Kanguroo. [Tench 231:15]

Knowledge 
explosion



Dialects: Tench, Collins
Although our natives and the strangers conversed on a par, and understood each other perfectly, 
yet they spoke different dialects of the same language; many of the most common and necessary 
words, used in life, bearing no similitude, and others being slightly different. [Tench 230:34]
English Name on the sea coast. Name at the Hawkesbury.
The Moon Yèn-ee-da Con-dò-en 
The Ear Goo-reè Bèn-na 
The Forehead Nùl-lo Nar-ràn
The Belly Bar-an’g Bin’-dee
The Navel Mùn-ee-ro Boom-bon’g
The Buttocks Boong Bay-leè
The Neck Càl-ang Gan-gà
The Thigh Tàr-a Dàr-a
The Hair Deè-war-a Keè-war-a

Knowledge 
explosion

The following difference of dialect was observed between the natives of the Hawkesbury and at Sydney. 
Head ca-ber-ra co-co
Hair de-war-ra ke-war-ra
Forehead gnul-lo nar-ran
Eye mi me
Ear go-ray ben-ne
Neck cad-lian gang-a
Belly ba-rong ben-de
Navel moo-nur-ro boom-boong
Buttocks boong bay-ley
Moon yen-na-dah dil-luck
Sun coing con-do-in
Hail go-ra go-ri-ba
Laughing Jack-ass go-gen-ne-gine go-con-de 
 

[Collins I 512:20]

Dawes also 
recorded dialect 
differences



Language areas

Not one 
language 
in 
Australia 
but 
around 
250

Knowledge 
explosion

Aboriginal Australia map  
compiled by David Horton
AIATSIS: Australian Institute of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Studies, Canberra



Harbour placenames



Language: Tench
The letters s and v they never could pronounce:  
the latter became invariably w, and the former mocked all their efforts ...

They inflect both their nouns and verbs regularly;  
and denote the cases of the former,  
and the tenses of the latter,  
not like the English by auxiliary words;  
but like the Latins by change of termination.

Their nouns, whether substantive or adjective, seem to admit of no plural.

I have heard Mr. Dawes hint his belief of their using a dual number [Tench 293:7]

Knowledge 
explosion



What happened next
The Indigenous people,

reckoned to number around 1500 in the 
Sydney region at the outset, 

were to be soon overwhelmed 
by the flood of European immigrants.

The people and the language 
were virtually finished by about 1825.

So a history of tens of thousands of years 
came to an end.

Houses covered  
many of the rock engravings.

Silent figures remind us of what was here 
from time immemorial.

A woman and 
a man in the 
scrub beside 
the highway at 
Mt Kuring-gai 



Biyal Biyal in English
cooee


dingo


waratah


geebung


koala


wallaby

wombat


woomera


corroboree


yellowmundee


nulla-nulla

but NOT:
— kookaburra
— billabong
which are Wiradhuri

Today



Other reminders
Today



. . . a few more
Language 

But what about:
— nouns
— verbs
— pronouns
— prepositions
— adjectives
— conjunctions

What about:
— colours
— numbers
— courtesies

What about:
— exclamations
— plurals
— vocabulary
— kin terms
— suffixes
— having / lacking

What about:
— conjugations, cases
— prohibitions: -nb-, r-, l-
— vowel harmony
— transitivity
— ergative / locative
— reflexive / reciprocal
— imperative
etc. etc. etc.

For more 
on language,

just ask

Today



THE END



Berowra: fishhooks / shells



Copyright permissions
Thank you for checking this with us, we would be happy for you to use the low 
res images you have obtained from the website free of charge, as I understand 
this is also a non-commercial free talk of an academic/local interest nature.
 
Yolande Ferreira: NHM Image Resources - Picture Library
The Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London, SW7 5BD
----------------------
The Library grants permission to use the image in your presentation, the fees 
has been waived. Please credit the Library accordingly.
(C) British Library Board (followed by the shelf mark).

Jackie Brown: Permissions Manager
The British Library, 96 Euston Road, London NW1 2DB
--------------
I refer to your copyright request to use an image from our collection in a 
presentation on 'Language' at the State Library of NSW as part of its forthcoming 
Corroboree Festival.
  A1200, L17346 - Historical -Personalities - Lieutenant Colonel David COLLINS 
- Governor of Tasmania, 1804-1810
 
I would say that this artwork by an unknown artist is no longer in copyright.  The 
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source of the image as shown below.
 National Archives of Australia: A1200, L17346
----------------------------
ZDC/R/Steele
 
Thank you for your email requesting permission to use NPG 1462 Arthur Phillip 
on your presentation on 'Language' as part of its Corroboree Festival to take 
place in The State Library of New South Wales.
 
If you intend to use the image for non-commercial purposes and you will not 
reproduce it in any form then it is ok for you to download the image directly from 
our website. This is the link:
http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portraitLarge/mw04984/Arthur-Phillip
The copyright legend should read: © National Portrait Gallery, London
 
Diana Chaccour: Rights and Images 
National Portrait Gallery  St Martin's Place  London WC2H 0HE 

Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery

Response to your enquiry: NLAref79700

This looks fine, as the intention is that anyone can then find the item in our catalogue if they wish. Instead of the Bib ID, you could also 
use the Permanent URL - click on the "Cite this" link in the catalogue record and then copy and paste the URL into your document.  
We would have no problems with you using any other pages from the Journal for your paper. Again, as long as there is sufficient 
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Andrew Sergeant: Reference Librarian  
National Library of Australia
---------
NLAref79669, This is just a follow-up to Andrew Sergeant's helpful reply to my enquiry about using an extract from Cook's 
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---------
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Link: http://acmssearch.sl.nsw.gov.au/search/itemDetailPaged.cgi?itemID=1055124

The original painting is in private hands in London.  It is out of copyright however the owner’s restrictions on use override this.  
The Library was permitted to have it photographed some years ago and to authorize use of those copies for academic, non-profit 
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I do not know of any other original drawings of Tench.

Kevin Leamon: Co-ordinator, Copyright & Permissions
Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales
---------
< http://acmssearch.sl.nsw.gov.au/search/itemDetailPaged.cgi?itemID=1055124 >
Copying Conditions
May be copied for reference purposes: - 
Please acknowledge: - Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales and Courtesy of the owner of the original works
----------------------------------
... we grant you permission to use the image from the Dawes Notebook in your presentation on 14th and 15th November at the State 
Library of New South Wales, as it will be 'for educational purposes only' and will not reproduced by others on the occasions, i.e not 
used in lecture notes accompanying the presentation. If a paper is later produced of your presentation, then you would have to apply 
formally for Permission to Publish, completing our form as attached for reference.
... As well as acknowledging SOAS Library ... also cite the SOAS Special Collections reference for the William Dawes Notebook 
collection, whether 1790, or 1793, as MS 41645.  

Sujan Nandanwar: Archives Assistant
[School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London]

http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portraitLarge/mw04984/Arthur-Phillip
http://nla.gov.au/nla.cat-vn2565363
http://nla.gov.au/nla.ms-ms1
http://www.nla.gov.au/how-do-i-acknowledge-the-library-in-my-publication
http://acmssearch.sl.nsw.gov.au/search/itemDetailPaged.cgi?itemID=1055124
http://acmssearch.sl.nsw.gov.au/search/itemDetailPaged.cgi?itemID=1055124


PERMISSIONS CONTINUED

State Records NSW  on behalf of the State of New South Wales grants you permission  to reproduce material 
from New South Wales Records Series: 12937, Registers of Baptisms, Burials and Marriages, 1787 – 1951 - 
 SZ1022 Vol. 4a Norfolk Island Birth, Deaths and Marriages Register,  1797-1806, relating to Aboriginal language, 
in particular the attached page from Rev Fulton,  as part of your presentation on ‘Language’ at the State Library as 
part of the Corroboree Festival.

As the material was not created by an employee of  the NSW Government , The State of New South Wales does 
not necessarily own all copyright or other intellectual property rights in the material.
 
Warwick Hunter | Policy Officer  
State Records Authority of New South Wales / Department of Finance and Services


